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textbooks continued to be used in Scottish schools for
generations after his death. His Arithmetic passed through
nearly one hundred editions.
Perhaps Ramsay Macdonald's ideas of a National Govern-
ment of leaders from all. parties was adopted from Thomson,
partly through a desire to align himself with the family
tradition and complete the assimilation into the upper classes,
which seems to have been one of the most important motives
of his career. Many will remember Macdonald's speech at
the Queen's Hall meeting in 1931, during the Faraday
centenary celebrations. He found time to come to refer
to his interest in Faraday through his connexion with
J. H. Gladstone and Thomson. He was, no doubt, ex-
pressing a family duty.
Thomson's evolution from a Radical Into an Imperialist
was parallel to his evolution from a professional into an
industrial scientist. In later years, when he had added the
occupations of consulting and manufacturing engineer to
his professional work, he adopted the political views
characteristic of the manufacturers of machinery and metal
goods.	•'"'".[.'
His religious practice exhibited an evolutionary curve
parallel to those of his politics and occupations. In early
_ife he attended the services of the Scottish Free Church
and in later life those of the Scottish Episcopal Church.
The jubilee of his service to the University of Glasgow
was commemorated in 1896 by a brilliant celebration
attended by over 2,000 guests, including eminent scientists
from all parts of the world. In his reply to this over-
whelming demonstration of regard, Thomson astonished
his audience by commenting that "one word characterizes
the most strenuous efforts for the advancements of science
that I have made perseveringly during fifty-five years; that
word is Failure. I know no more of electric and magnetic
force, or of the relation between ether, electricity, and
ponderable matter, or of chemical affinity, than I knew and
tried to teach to my students of natural philosophy fifty
years ago in my first session as professor. Something of
sadness must come of failure; but in the pursuit of science^

